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Become an expert in mine clearance! MineSweep is a puzzle game whose goal is to locate hidden mines in a virtual field
with the only indication of the number of mines in adjacent areas.

The minefield is represented by a grid. Each box in the grid can either hide a mine or be empty. The goal of the game is to
discover all the free squares without exploding the mines, that is to say without clicking on the boxes that hide them.

Features :

■ 4 levels of difficulty!
■ Addictive gameplay!

■ Lets pass the time during a wait!
■ Good design!
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Title: MineSweep
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
RewindApp
Publisher:
RewindApp
Release Date: 13 Jul, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7/8/10 - 64bits

Processor: 2 GHz Intel Pentium 4 or AMD Athlon or equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD graphique

Storage: 100 MB available space

Sound Card: All

English
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First let me point out, yes i am clicking NO on recommending, but If there was a indifferent option i would choose that. But
since i dont, No is more valid than yes.

Reasons in point form, explaination after.

The Pro's:
-Little to no bugs.
-Solid building system.
-Decent physics.
-World is HUGE! (aslo a con, reason given below.)

The Con's:
-World is HUGE! (aslo a pro, reason given below.)
-easy to dig up terrain, is required in many aspects, cannot replace or flatten or smooth or slope terrain for driving use what so
ever)
-single digit amount of total AI creatures, NO humanoid interactable AI what so ever.
-AI for combat is almost non existant.
-Tool to fight is same tool as digging \/ breaking \/ repairing blocks, making you trash the terrain when trying to target. (actual
gun avail very late game)
-Driving over enemies kills them almost instantly, vehicles take 0 damage.
-Needed resources all over the HUGE! world, but end game vehicle speed at best setup 72\/kph my world dia approx 60km took
me hours just to fly around it in a straight line above all trees.
-Many parts of the terrain are above 170m world height, which is the ceiling on flying vehicle limit, making you have to fly
around binomes, or leave your plane and walk.
-teleport system to help with this issue, takes 4 very expensive mats to power per portal location, only lasts for 30 mins, unless
you turn it off, but you cannot turn off a teleporter you just came from.
-When opening map, it has a random rotation on how it is displayed, making you think you are going west, if you were going
east when you looked at map 2 seconds ago.
-story is bland and voice acting is little, what voice you have seems like it was just recorded from avg joe.
-winch to pull vehciles yanks with the strength of thor, hulk, and superman combined, making it not function as a unstuck
vehcile tool)

Summary:
If you want a game that all you intend to do is build structures and contrapions that do neat and creative functions then this
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would be fun for you.
But if you also want to enjoy the exploration and survival, then dont bother, survival is bascily, ONLY a hunger and thirst
system, weather seems to cut threw shelters and vehcile cockpits more than enough to kill you unless using the best end game
armor, making you need the prop that takes lots of power to act like a temp buffer zone, which then makes you perfect comfort
when near no matter what.
Digging up terrain to find resources is fun, but gets boring fast, you often have to try to dig out your flipped or stuck vehicles,
but it removes such large chunks, and not smoothly, making it so even the huge 6 foot dia tire types have a hard time driving up
a slope you tried to make really smooth.
World is HUGE! this is good and bad, good for many players building bases, but bad for single player, as moving around takes
forever even with fastest setup possible speed, as exploring this world is dull as when in a biome its all basiclly the same look
anywhere in that region, any POI you find after the 1st cluster are just copy and paste ones, after finding maybe 30 of them, the
rest are just duds that have no reason but to go there for the sake of going there.
Repairing one of the final objects in the story, took me over 5-10 mins of just standing there holding the mouse button watching
its 200,000 HP go from 0 to full, and this was with the most powerful repair tool in the game.

so, if you want a building simulator, its a good buy, anything else move on.
the story feels like they just rushed it with repeative content and little to bad voice acting just to get it out of EA.. Game is not
playable. Posted bugs all over the place. Official forum, send emails to developers. No response from developers. I would like to
ask them for refund but there no way to contact them. Don't buy it.. Didn't realise this was a wave shooter without any moving
until I started playing the game.

Turned out it didn't matter, this was a lot of fun. Very well polished. The sword and shield can give you a workout pretty
quickly.. another great platformer game with an already known funny character of an eastern man - while in previous game we
were gathering moccassins, this time we are fighting some evil police force being an FBI agent - there are lots of levels, bosses,
enemies, weapons - easy to make a perfect game as there are only 6 achievements.. a group of comrades descend into misery in
the the waterless aral sea. Can't understand♥♥♥♥♥♥ There's not even a tutorial and if there is, it is hard to find.. Another
Mystery P.I. Game, another about 10 hours I dumped into a game of persistence and patience.

As with the Mystery P.I. games I finished before, "The Lottery Ticket" and "Lost in Los Angeles", the principle is this: you have
a huge picture, and you'll have to find objects, which often are camouflaged in color and shape. Whether you play with or
without time limit is pretty much irrelevant. If you have played Hidden Object games before, you'll be fast to find everything.

The story of an eccentric New York billionaire having hidden his fortune somewhere in NY City is a flavor to the game. It is not
a very... gripping story. It pretty much gets glossed over. But it's nice.

Not recommended unless it's massively reduced or purchased in a bundle.

One Mystery P.I. game from the Popcap bundle remaining for me. But I will play and review. I must be insane.

PS: At least 2 hours are due to having the game running in the background.. Like I said with the Blood II review...Broken and
unbalanced garbage. This game engine was a big mistake.

But this is actually worse than Blood II. Yeah sure it's cool to fight in the giant mechs, but when your doing on-foot maps, its a
complete unplayable mess without using cheats...It's really that bad.. For less than \u00a32 this is a great, re-imagined version of
the old Asteroids game, which I used to play for hours in a social club almost 40 years ago.

The graphics of meteorites and cockpit are very good, and everything runs smoothly. My only criticism so far is the control
method. Instead of holding a real world controller, you take a 'virtual' hold of the in-cockpit joystick. It works ok, but I find it is
very difficult to move swiftly enough or aim with enough precision, which quickly makes the game a bit frustrating.
It might be the way I am using the controls, but I could see myself playing this game a lot if only the ocntrol was more 'direct'
feeling, if that makes sense.

A really good value, good looking VR arcade game, I hope those controls might get tweaked in future, then I would see myeslf
playing this a lot.
As it stands, I give it a thumbs up for the graphics and price, & the nostalgia, but I admit I will struggle to enjoy it much with the
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current feel of the control.
. It is alright, but if it doesn't 'click' with you, you're gonna be sorry you wasted the nine bucks.
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YES i love this game You can go eat♥♥♥♥♥♥while you look at yourself and think what the fudgecake are you doing with
your life and money. I tried to like this game, I loved the premise for the story, New Orleans noir. Unfortunately, it just has way
too much text and not enough happening. The atmopshere is not really there either.. Only played a little bit so far but love it.
Both a no-brainer and a must have for VR especially as it's free.. A decent mystery\/romance game set in the classic Closed
Circle mystery setting. Writing and editing is good. Relatively short for a VN (I got all the endings in about 12 hours.) Interface
has no real issues. You get your own sprite and have some control over your appearance. CG art style doesn't align super well
with the main game sprites, but CGs don't feature prominantly and it does remember your appearance settings for CGs.

All in all I quite enjoyed the game. There's a lot of endings, and it was fun permutating through the various text to try and find
them, though three of them were hard for me to find.. I would rate this game as 8/10

It has a great concept as long as you do not mind a bit of reading and a short game. The game really demonstrates that the
smallest actions can have very large repercussions and that our choices really can make a difference.

If you do not mind reading you should keep an eye on this.. this game is a hidden gem. Very low-budget dungeon RPG. Don't
worth it. Stay with Legend of Grimrock 1/2 and their mods. Even the classics Eye of the Beholder/Dungeon Master/Bloodwych
are much better than this.. Very engaging game straight off the bat.. what a ripoff
12 tracks while the original game includes over 300
and the 12 they put in the sound track are complete crap
so no would not advise buying this
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